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Snapshot
86,000 people
At 50% 2035 growth goal
(adopted 2015)

City Goals
Accommodate growth
Preserve character
Transportation Master Plan

Goals

Vision Zero
Comfort
Multi-Modal system
Link in Land Use
Sustainability
Inclusive Process
Initial Idea

- Streamline the delivery process
- Create a template
- Incorporate art in all greenways
Final Purpose

Streamline the Delivery Process
Neighborhood Involvement
Personalize Project
Art Goals

Identity
Encourage residents and visitors to come together, share their stories, and express neighborhood pride in a meaningful way.

Wayfinding
Elements should provide users with the tools to locate themselves in their surroundings.

Gathering
Spaces should provide opportunities for rest, relaxation, and recreation.
Art Strategies

Imprint
Make a mark! Imprinting involves social placemaking, physical wayfinding markers, cues for public space use and storytelling.

Illuminate
Call attention! Illuminating a space can happen with color, plantings, wayfinding markers and identity formation.

Interact
Make places for people to meet! Interact includes bringing community together; play games; and share messages; histories or maps.
Process

Initiate Concept
Formalize Interest
Develop Ideas
Design
Incorporate
Delivery
Setup

**Concrete Footings**

1. Dig a hole
2. Cylinder concrete footing
3. Choose an appropriate attachment
Design

Meet the Goals
Use the Strategies
Identify Character
Involve the Community
Delivery

Hawthorne, NJ

Portland, OR

Shizuoka, Japan
Delivery
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